Welcome to


CYBOR WORLD
Your decentralized world of cryptocurrencies with free,
secure and anonymous exchange of financial assets and
information

www.cyborworld.com

www.cyborworld.com

Cybor World is an ever-expanding
ecosystem of interconnected applications
and services designed for your personal
and business needs.
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Cybor World is developed  
by Cybor Holding


The main site of the company: www.cyborholding.com

Cybor Holding is a financial and technical company for the development and promotion of
blockchain projects. The main direction of Cybor Holding is the professional creation of
cryptocurrencies with subsequent listing on trading exchanges and integration into business
projects.

Cybor Holding services:










 

Cryptocurrency development

Development of smart contracts

Development of crypto exchange platforms

Payment systems development

Development of crypto exchanges

Blockchain application development

Development of crypto wallets

Development of systems for the protection of
crypto assets

ICO / IEO / IDO / STO, development and sale of
tokens to attract investment in startups and
existing businesses



Listing, placement of tokens on crypto exchanges

Integration / connection of payment systems and
methods

Opening companies and bank accounts for crypto
projects

Licensing of crypto projects

Legal services, consulting, outsourcing

Marketing, promotion of crypto projects

Monetization and work with sales

Technical support

Bringing crypto projects to new markets

Cybor Holding digitizes business projects, supports promising IT startups, unites technical teams
that create and maintain a decentralized network.
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What is Cybor Wolrd  
and why did we create it?



Cybor World is an ever-expanding ecosystem of
interconnected applications and services designed for
your personal and business needs.


Cybor World's goal is to create a unified workspace
where users can create, buy, sell, exchange
cryptocurrencies in seconds, as simply as possible
and without additional skills.


The basis of the Cybor World ecosystem is the
Cyborex DeFi platform


www.cyborworld.com

The main task of the Cyborex DeFi platform:


- is to provide users around the world with the simplest, but at the
same time, fast, modern, reliable, efficient and transparent
financial toolkit for working with cryptocurrencies in a “single
window”.


Cyborex platform is designed as a cryptocurrency aggregator.  
The system automatically tracks the best cryptocurrency rates,
offering users the most profitable solutions. A single personal
account of the user allows you to work simultaneously with several
trading platforms at once.


In addition, the Cyborex platform provides comprehensive
assistance and advice to project teams regarding the release and
launch of tokens.
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For business partners and users


of the Cyborex platform the following online services

will be developed and launched:



Cybor Pay

Cybor Wallet

Cybor
EXCHANGE

Cybor
Launchpad

Cybor

Securities

Cybor

Trading

Cybor Fan

Cybor NFT
Marketplace

Cybor Builder

Cybor
Incubator

Cybor

Security

Cybor Tech

Cybor
Academy

Cybor
Partners

Cybor 

Business

Cybor
Freelance

Cybor

Support

Cybor News

Cybor Charity

www.cyborworld.com
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Cyborex is an international tokenized
asset trading platform



In addition to the fact that Cyborex is a
decentralized crypto exchange, Cyborex is also a
modern marketplace for highly profitable digital
products that unites Internet entrepreneurs and
ordinary users in the business community for
mutually beneficial cooperation.



The goal of the Cyborex platform is to create
markets for all relevant tokenized assets of modern
business.



The sale of tokenized assets is carried out through
the Launchpad crowdinvesting system on the
Cyborex official website www.cyborex.io 
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Tokenization of company shares


Cyborex platform offers a full range of services for the
development of tokenized shares, bringing crypto shares to the
market, organizing sales of tokenized assets of companies.


Tokenized shares are securities converted into a digital security
token using blockchain technology. A security token is backed
by a real asset and tied to its value. It is impossible to forge
such a digital share. Tokenized shares are considered more
reliable assets for investors than regular tokens, as they are
characterized by substantive rights.


One of the main advantages of security tokens over traditional
financial products is the elimination of intermediaries in the
form of banks and other organizations. This creates a
completely different environment for investing and making
deals.
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Cryptocurrency development  


In the process of tokenizing a business, an individual
company token is created, its own cryptocurrency.


Cybor Holding for its business partners conducts an
individual development of a liquid cryptocurrency for
making transactions or trading using the Ethereum,
Binance, Polkadot, Solona, Polygon, Tron protocol or "from
scratch" based on its own blockchain, followed by listing
on the Cyborex exchange.
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Cryptocurrency listing  


Listing is the procedure for adding a specific cryptocurrency  
to a trading platform (exchange). Listing a coin or token on  
the Cyborex crypto exchange means that users will be able to
use it for their trading and investment operations - freely buy or
sell.


Listing is an integral part of tokenization of a business, so listing
of a token or cryptocurrency allows you to launch trading activity
in the settlement currency of a blockchain project, invest in a
token for new crypto investors, increase the liquidity of a crypto
asset and, as a result, increase its attractiveness in the crypto
community.


Listing on the Cyborex cryptocurrency exchange is the best way
to raise funds and popularize your token, after which its liquidity
and price will grow many times over.
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Benefits of business tokenization


Tokenization is beneficial for both business owners and investors. 
Owners, through the sale of tokens, attract additional investments, and investors, in
turn, receive a highly profitable investment product. 



Benefits  
for business owners

Benefits  
for investors

effective fundraising


investors get better liquidity early on


ICO / IEO / IDO / STO is much cheaper than IPO


early access to the token, has the potential for price
growth


ICO / IEO / IDO / STO launch is associated with much less
paperwork than IPO


innovative way of capital allocation


the opportunity to tell the general public about your brand
and cryptocurrency


transfer of investments from major cryptocurrencies to
alternative


building an internet community


investment in ICO / IEO / IDO / STO can bring profitability
of several thousand percent


the opportunity to acquire early investors and use them as
a marketing mechanism to promote the project

lack of regulation or registration by government
authorities


diversification into other assets

investment with high returns, which is to some extent
unrelated to the stock market and the economy

holding an alternative asset that is not tied to a fiat
currency
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Important!



Investments in a promising cryptocurrency allow
you to quickly collect the necessary amount for
listing a token on the exchange, which at one time
contributes to the growth of the cryptocurrency
rate and, as a result, brings profit to investors.
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Cybor Pay  
unified payment system

To ensure that all financial transactions between users take place
anonymously and securely within the Cyborex platform and are
protected from hacking without leaking databases to third-party
resources and platforms, Cybor Holding specialists have
developed the Cybor Pay payment system with the Cybor Wallet
multicurrency crypto wallet.



Cybor Pay is a cryptocurrency payment gateway / payment
system. Support for fiat and crypto currencies, instant
transactions between users' wallets, deposit / withdrawal of
funds. Open API documentation for integrating a payment
gateway into ready-made online and offline projects for the
purpose of buying, selling goods and services.



The Cybor Pay payment solution allows any type of business to
accept cryptocurrency from its customers, exchange it for fiat
currency, or pay with cryptocurrency with its partners and
affiliates.



Cybor Pay main site: www.cyborpay.com
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Cybor Coin is our  
exclusive cryptocurrency


Cybor Coin cryptocurrency is the main payment
unit of the Cybor World ecosystem and is used in
all services and products that are part of the
Cyborex platform.


Cybor Coin main site: www.cyborcoin.com
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Information about

Сybor Coin:

Protocol:

BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain)



Token name:

CYBOR COIN



Tracker:

CYBOR 



Release Date:

22 September 2021 



Number of tokens issued /  
total coin emission:

1 000 000 000 (1 billion)



BscScan:

https://bscscan.com token/0x565707456...



Smart contract:

0x56570745601e83d00d271658cdcb4c1909934b52
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Cybor Security  
Crypto Asset Protection System 


Cyborex platform is reliably protected from hacking,
because uses modern online security algorithms. This was
confirmed by an audit conducted by the world leader in
cybersecurity - Kaspersky Lab. Kaspersky Lab is an
international company specializing in the development of
protection systems against computer viruses, spam, hacker
attacks and other cyber threats. The company has been
operating in more than 200 countries and territories around
the world since 1990.


In addition, Cybor Holding has developed its own Cybor
Security application for Cyborex platform users.
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Cybor Security is a universal system for protecting personal
data and crypto assets, an anti-phishing system to protect
against theft of personal data when carrying out crypto
transactions. AML system for checking crypto wallets for
fraudulent activity (suspicious transactions related to illegal
activity). Cloud data storage (distributed storage), a
confidential messenger for closed (private) information
exchange.


Cybor Holding does not stop there, the development of
crypto asset protection systems is a separate product and
is a priority task of strategic planning. The development of
Cybor Security will allow providing crypto asset protection
systems to users of third-party platforms around the world.
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Launchpad platform for launching  
crypto projects


Cybor Launchpad is a crowdfunding system for collective
financing of promising blockchain projects through a private
token sale. In the process of placing a project on the Cybor
Launchpad platform, individual tokens of this project are
created in the form of accounting units for a company's digital
asset, which are used for sale to investors.


After successful fundraising, the project is listed on the Cyborex
trading platform, thanks to which the company's crypto assets
(tokens) become available for free purchase, sale, trade
between users of the system.
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How does the sale of tokenized assets
happen on the Cyborex Launchpad
platform?
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Projects with tokenized assets are hosted on Cyborex Launchpad.
The sale of tokenized assets takes place through the Cybor Coin
cryptocurrency.




Business tokenization stages:

1
4
7

Partner companies apply to
Cyborex for posting on the
platform of their project

Cyborex marketers are developing a
strategy for promoting the project and
begin to attract investments in the
form of selling tokens for the
implementation of the project with
further listing on the exchange.

2
5

Cyborex platform users make a profit from
cooperation with a partner project because the
cost of previously purchased tokens
significantly increases during the ICO / IEO /
IDO / STO and subsequent listing on the
Cyborex exchange

Cyborex specialists study the proposed
project and audit all risks

Users of the Cyborex platform, after
the placement of the project of the
partner company, get access for
investment through the purchase of
tokens

3
6

In case of a positive decision, the project
of the partner company is evaluated and
placed on the Cyborex platform in the
form of tokens
Thanks to the scaling of the project
through the marketing department of
Cyborex, the partner project makes a
profit from the sale of its assets to
investors in the form of tokens at an early
stage

In this scheme, the business partner makes a profit in accordance with the
marketing of the investment and partnership program, the partner companies
receive funds to scale their business and generate profits, and Cyborex,
acting as a trading platform, receives a percentage of the transactions
(transactions) made within the platform between users and partner
companies.

www.cyborworld.com
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Where does the profit of partner
companies that place their crypto
assets on the Cyborex Launchpad
platform come from?


Cybor Holding is interested in scaling partner
companies, whose tokens are placed on the Cyborex
Launchpad platform. The funds raised through the
platform are invested in the development of these
projects.


The main profit of partner companies is formed through
the sale of tokenized assets to users through the
Cyborex Launchpad platform.


Additional profits are generated through the use of
Cybor Coin cryptocurrency. Cyborex, at the stage of
placing a partner company on the platform


and issuing individual tokens for the project, uses the Cybor
Coin cryptocurrency as a payment instrument, thereby
strengthening it. Thanks to this, the number of daily
transactions in the network is increasing and, as a result, the
volatility of the cryptocurrency is growing, which allows the
holders of the Cybor Coin cryptocurrency to receive profit. 


In other words, a market for the purchase and sale of tokenized
assets (crypto shares) is formed on the Cyborex platform.


All settlements are made in a specially created cryptocurrency
Cybor Coin, which allows you to accumulate significant funds
within the system.
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How does investor's profit is
generated on the Cyborex
Launchpad platform?


The process of making money on the Cyborex
Launchpad platform is as simple as possible and
does not require professional technical and
financial education.


Cyborex Launchpad platform provides its users
with the opportunity to participate in promising
ICO / IEO / IDO / STO projects of partner
companies. Cyborex Launchpad provides its users
with a choice of tokenized assets (tokens) of
partner companies.


The user purchases tokenized assets through the
Cybor Coin cryptocurrency, thereby investing in
listed companies on the Cyborex Launchpad
platform.

The acquisition of tokenized assets of partner
companies at an early stage allows the investor to
make a profit from the sale of tokens, after listing
and withdrawal of the partner company's
cryptocurrency on the exchange. 


In parallel, due to the fact that all financial
transactions go through Cybor Coin, the
capitalization of this cryptocurrency is growing
steadily, which brings additional income to platform
users in the form of staking coins. Profit from all
transactions within the system, Cyborex directs to
the development and support of the Cybor Coin
cryptocurrency, which in turn strengthens the
cryptocurrency and makes it more in demand
among the platform users.
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Investment part of the  
project - IDO Cyborex


What is IDO?


IDO (Initial DEX Offering) is an initial token
offering that is backed by a pool of liquidity
and passes through a decentralized exchange
(DEX). Tokens that are issued during the IDO
are guaranteed to be placed on a
decentralized crypto exchange.


The IDO model offers better liquidity for  
crypto assets, faster, more open and fair
trading.
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Why Cyborex conducts IDO?


Cybor Holding has created a complete ecosystem in the form
of the Cyborex platform. The next step in the development of
the project is to scale the existing ecosystem and launch new
De-Fi offers. To implement the set tasks, Cybor Holding
decided to conduct an IDO of the Cyborex platform.


The goal of IDO is the development and scaling of the
Cyborex ecosystem in the form of the development of the
necessary DeFi functionality and the subsequent introduction
of the platform to the international market. DeFi solutions will
allow you to launch new opportunities for users on the
Cyborex platform, optimize payment processing processes,
and launch a staking service.
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Tokenomics of the project


For carrying out the IDO Cyborex uses the internal Cybor Coin
token. The Cybor Coin token sale consists of three rounds.
Round No.1 - closed sale of the Cybor Coin token,  
the number of tokens offered for sale is 20,000,000.  
The cost of 1 token is $0.1
Round No.2 - closed sale of the Cybor Coin token, the
number of tokens offered for sale is 40,000,000.  
The cost of 1 token is $0.4
Round No.3 - closed sale of the Cybor Coin token, the
number of tokens offered for sale is 80,000,000.  
The cost of 1 token is $0.60


Platforms for IDO Cyborex
Polkastarter: https://www.polkastarter.com/
Plasma finance: https://plasma.finance
Daomaker: https://daomaker.com/


In addition, IDO will be held on its own Launchpad platform Cybor Launchpad, available on the website www.cyborex.io
There are no restrictions or special requirements for participation
in IDO.
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Tokenomics of the project





Protocol
Token name
Tracker
Number of tokens issued
Type of cryptocurrency emission

BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain) 
CYBOR COIN

CYBOR 

1 000 000 000 (1 billion)

limited & controlled

Total amount of blocked tokens: 600 000 000 CYBOR 
Token unlocking period: 6 years


First year

Second year

Third year

Fourth year

Fifth year

Sixth year

400 000 000

200 000 000

150 000 000

150 000 000

50 000 000

50 000 000
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Project monetization


Closed sale of own crypto assets (Cybor Coin tokens)  
at the IDO stage (round No.1 No.2 No.3)



1

Round

2

Round

3

Round
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Sale of own crypto assets  
(Cybor Coin tokens) at the  
stage of exchange listing

 



1 USD

Listing on the exchange / cost of 1 token at the listing stage is $1

100 000 000
Number of tokens

100 000 000 USD

The total cost of tokens (at the stage of placement)

www.cyborworld.com

Sale of own crypto assets (Cybor Coin
tokens) in free form on a crypto exchange
/ on crypto exchanges


Growth in the value of crypto assets (Cybor Coin tokens) on a crypto exchange /
on crypto exchanges happens thanks to the development and scaling of the
project
Transaction fees (buy / sell) of cryptocurrencies within the network
Commission for exchanging cryptocurrencies within the network
Commission for trading cryptocurrencies on the Cyborex exchange
Commission for the creation, placement and sale of NFT tokens
Commission for the creation, placement and sale of FAN tokens
Commission for the creation and placement of crypto projects on the  
Launchpad platform
Commission for listing tokens of partner projects on the Cyborex platform
Profit from the sale of hardware crypto wallets for storing cryptocurrencies
Profit from the sale of mining platforms and systems for mining cryptocurrencies
Profit from the sale of crypto asset protection systems
Profit from individual development of custom-built projects by using the source
code of the blockchain Algorithm
Profit from network expansion through the creation of cryptocurrencies for
partner projects based on its own blockchain Algorithm
Transaction fees within the blockchain Algorithm.
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Cybor Algorithm project development
The second phase of Cybor World's development
includes the development of its own blockchain
Algorithm. 


The Algorithm project is a reliable and secure
decentralized platform for electronic data circulation. The
Blockchain Algorithm takes into account all the
shortcomings of previously developed blockchains and
cryptocurrencies launched on them, and also takes into
account all the desires of modern users.


The goal of the Algorithm project is to create an
accessible and highly secure open source decentralized
network (blockchain) to provide every user with the
opportunity to participate, develop, share and develop.


The uniqueness of the Blockchain Algorithm is the
fastest and safest (thanks to the use of the ZK-STARK
cryptographic solution) information exchange along the
shortest path (using Dijkstra's algorithm) with minimal
transaction costs.


Based on the Blockchain Algorithm, each user can create
and scale their own cryptocurrencies, as well as use
separate software modules to develop their own projects
using the White Label system.


The Algorithm platform has an adaptive infrastructure,
thanks to which it can be used for almost any field of
activity: trade, education, medicine, IT project
development, information technology, security, logistics,
certification, etc.
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Contacts






© 2021 CYBOR HOLDING 

Official site

www.cyborholding.com 
© 2021 CYBOR PAY

Official site

www.cyborpay.com
© 2021 CYBOR COIN 

Official site

www.cyborcoin.com
info@cyborholding.com
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